On the Mind of the LS/CS FTS Detailer:
Opportunities for conversion to Full Time Support (FTS) LS are not available at this time. Please keep an eye on the Enlisted Community Manager page for monthly updates and possible conversion openings: http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-npc/enlisted/community/Pages/default.aspx

On the Mind of the LS/CS FTS Detailer: pt2
- FTS CS community is sea intensive and currently over manned, which means fewer shore billets and possible back to back sea duty. Get an Edge: Apply for diverse platforms such as FFGs, DDGs, LPDs, LHDs, Squadrons, or Cargo Handling Battalion.
- Don’t Stunt Your Growth as an LS…Diversity is KEY! Do something different at every command and don’t become attached to a particular platform.

On the Mind of the LS/CS FTS Detailer: pt3
Be Flexible: The Navy needs great Sailors in all parts of the country, including rural and suburban areas. Keep an open mind when you are in your negotiation window…Be ready to go where the Navy needs you and excel no matter how small or large the challenge.

On the Mind of the LS/CS FTS Detailer: pt4
As Detailers, we are standing by to help answer your questions and offer career guidance or direction. Never hesitate to reach out to us. Call NPC Customer Service Center at 1-866-U-ASK-NPC (1-866-827-5672) for connection or check out our Organizational Phone Book and look at page 7 for FTS CS/LS Detailer (http://www.public.navy.mil/bupers-npc/reference/phonebooks/Documents/PERS-4%20w-out%20Names.pdf).